What does “mapped learning data mean”?

The IMPACT program uses course learning outcomes (LOs) linked to course assessments as an important part of determining redesign success:

1. **Stage 1 – During the redesign phase**
   - Creation of baseline

2. **Stage 2 – During the implementation phase**
   - Assessment when the redesigned class begins

3. **Stage 3 – During the implementation phase**
   - Assessment when the redesigned class ends

---

**Transformation**

- I am revising or writing new Learning Outcomes (LOs).

**Assessment**

- My course assessment procedures can be mapped to my LOs.

**Learning Outcomes (LOs)**

- Yes, I have NEW LOs.
- No, I have revised or written new LOs. It is essential that they map to your assessments.

**I am revising my assessment practices to align them to my new or revised LOs.**

**Scenario A**
- The redesign process results in new LOs and possibly (but not necessarily) new assessments. As part of IMPACT, we will help you conduct a within-course analysis, tracking your NEW LOs and assessments moving forward.

**Scenario B**
- We will help you conduct a historical comparison of your modified LOs and/or assessments. Scenario B is a mixed design, and the changes are mapped to previous, current, and redesigned courses.

**Scenario C**
- We will help you conduct a historical comparison of your course assessments and LOs using your course data mapped to your LOs. To accomplish this goal, we will map data for previous, current, and redesigned courses. If mapping is not possible, move to Scenario A.

**Based on your answers your redesign will fall into one of three possible scenarios.**

- **Scenario A**
  - I am beginning my redesign with NEW LOs

- **Scenario B**
  - I am beginning my redesign with REVISED LOs.

- **Scenario C**
  - My redesign uses previously established LOs.

---

*note. If you are teaching multiple sections or another instructor is teaching the same course it is important to let your IMPACT support team know. This mirror course could serve as a control class to answer the question: Is the redesign working?